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Hassan Jamsheer
The Insurrection of 1920 in Iraq. Causes and consequences

World War I had a great significance for Middle Eastern history
becauseóby ending four centuries of Ottoman Turkish ruleóit inaugurated a period of the regionís dependence upon colonial powers. The Iraqi
provinces of the Ottoman Empireónamely the wilayas of Baghdad, Basra
and Mosulópassed to British domain. Until that happened, many events
took place, which are the subject of this paper.
Dealing with the causes of the Iraqi uprising (30th June 1920ó3rd
February 1921), Iraqi historiography faces some significant methodological
problems. For FÇriq al-Muzhir, it is the work of central Euphrates tribes1.
Al-∞asanÜóin turnóregards it as an Arab uprising, simultaneously emphasizing the leading role of the Shiëi alims. According to him, the motion
force behind the insurrection wasóan unclearóArab spirit2 and ìArab
instinct to jihadî3. A.R. al-BazzÇz regards the improper administration of
the country and external agitation as the cause of the investigated events,
rejectingóin a categorical manneróthe role of economic and social factors5. ìThe intermingling of the economic factor and shaping the uprising
as an expression of class struggle [...] are non-scientific attempts, based
upon the generalization of events of a sporadic natureî5.
For British historians (mainly former officers and officials of the
British administration of Iraq), the insurgence was the work of dissatisfied
tribe leadership, ambitions of local öayÆs, personal interests of muÑtahids,
as well as dissatisfaction with taxes and nationalist propaganda. Gen.
1

F. al-Muzhir, Al-∞aqÇíiq an-nÇöiía fÜ a@-@awra al-ëirÇqiyya 1920 wanatÇíiÑuhÇ, vol. I, Baghdad 1952, pp. 102, 107.
2 A.R. al-∞asanÜ, A@-¡awra al-ëIrÇqiyya al-KubrÇ, Saida 1965, p. 8.
3 Ibid., pp. 12-13.
4 A.R. al-BazzÇz, Al-ëIrÇq min al-i…tilÇl …attÇ al-istiqlÇl, Baghdad 1967, pp.
89-92.
5 Ibid., p. 97.
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Aylmer L. Haldane was the first to devote a book to the Iraqi uprising.
According to him, the insurrection was the result of a conspiracy initiated
in Syria, which found in Iraq a fertile ground6. The most objectiveóto my
knowledgeóBritish author of the period of Iraqi history, P.W. Ireland also
gives priority to external factors, mainly Syrian propaganda7. P.W. Ireland,
S.H. Longrigg, A.L. Haldane, P. Cox and G. Bell wrote about Bolshevik
propaganda and the existence of ìBolshevik cellsî in Iraq, equally before
and after the outbreak of the uprising. However until the 1930ís we cannot
trace the existence of any communist organization.
Hence, it should be asked: on what socio-economic basis did the Iraqi
national movement develop and what social forces did participate in it? Iraq
was for centuries subjected to a primitive Ottoman colonialism based upon
tribal agrarian system. In the aftermath of the British occupation the country came under the rule of a modern imperial power, which used diversified
methods of domination upon the economy and society. The Ottoman colonialism was based upon the decentralized administrative system of vilayas,
while the British liquidated the wilayas and introduced a centralist system
of government. The Ottomans resigned from any substantial investments,
limiting themselves to incomes from tariffs and various taxes. The
Britishóon the other handóin addition to controlling vast petroleum riches of the country, proceeded even to controlling railways, the port of Basra,
foreign trade and the monetary system8.
World War I, which brought about the occupation of Iraq, had catastrophic consequences for the economic life of the country: the downfall of
agricultural output, the decline of foreign trade, rise in price levels. British
invasion and occupation of the country led also to the destruction of parts
of the irrigation system, lack of employees (due to their mobilization) and
rise in death rate. The total output of basic grains fell in 1918 to 1/4 of its
level in 19139. If we add to all that the necessity of feeding the 80-thousand
British occupation forces, we can conceive the conditions endured by the
Iraqi population.
The decline in agricultural output, the substantial fall of foreign trade
and the introduction of the Indian monetary system (Indian rupia) caused a
6

Aylmer L. Haldane, The Insurrection in Mesopotamia 1920, EdinburghLondon 1922, p. 27.
7 P.W. Ireland, Iraq. A Study in Political Development, London 1938, pp.
239-265.
8 M.S. ∞asan, ‡alÇíië a@-@awra al-ëirÇqiyya al-ËlÇ, Baghdad 1958, p. 9.
9 Ibid., p. 14.
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significant rise in the prices of basic foodstuffs. If we compare the prices of
such articles in the year 1913 with those of 1918 we note, that the price of
barley rose by 160%, wheatóabove 260%, riceó150%, sugarómore than
threefold10.
The same factors which led to the serious decline in the standard of living of the great majority of the countryís inhabitants, facilitated the accumulation of riches in the hands of great feudal landowners. The latter utilized war conditions and the support of British authorities in order to seize
more thousands of acres and greater subjugation of peasants. It soon
became clear, that the British agrarian policy was focused on supporting
and nominating submissive shaiksóadvocates of British policyóin
exchange for granting them large areas of land, high salaries and various
grants11. Hence, not many small- and medium-size lands remained in such
localities as Al-∞illa, ·Çmiyya, BaëqËba and northern Iraq. The lands were
seized by big landlords, because of unpaid debts, which were undertaken
earlier in order to pay the rising taxes imposed by the occupying power.
During Ottoman rule prior to the World War, the total income of the government from land taxes amounted to 690 thousand sterling pounds annually, during the British occupationóin spite of the fall in agricultural outputóraised the sum to 1300 thousand sterling pounds12.
The taxation of landless, small and medium landowners (peasants) was
one of the most important, direct causes of the insurrection. It broke out in
rural areas, most forcefully in districts of high percentage of such categories
of the population. Besides the World War brought about the virtual paralysis of foreign trade. An exception was the import of small amounts of tea
from India. Stagnation noted in this field explains the dissatisfaction of
traders, being the greatest part of the bourgeoisie, with British occupation
and their joining of the insurgence. It should be added that, since the occupation, British companies undertook full control over both external and
internal trade, together with the elimination of foreign competition, while
the majority of Iraqi companies collapsed. On the other hand, the increased
import of textiles ruined craftsmen13.
10
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Ibid., p. 15.
TaqrÜr sirrÜ li-DÇíirat al-IstiÆbÇrÇt al-BriÔÇniyya ëan al-ëaöÇíir wa-assiyÇsa, Baghdad 1958, p. 10. Loyal öayÆs were given the right to collect taxes for
the government in exchange for 12,5% of taxed products. A.R. al-BazzÇz, op. cit.,
p. 84.
12 M.S. ∞asan, op. cit., p. 20.
13 Ibid., p. 12.
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One of the goals of the British administration in Iraq was the covering
of the needs of 80-thousand occupation forces. In spite of declarations on
the emancipation of the country, the treatment of Iraqi population by the
British did not differ from the usual practices in such circumstance. So, the
British military command used to seize certain lands, take over houses after
evacuating their legal owners, impose compulsory work and other harsh
measures upon mass numbers of Iraqis. A further goal of the British administration was the ìIndianisationî of Iraqóparticularly its southern partó
through the introduction of Indian laws and regulations in the direction of
joining southern Iraq with India.
The judicial system introduced by the British intended above all to
supercede the Ottoman civil, commercial and penal laws by Indian laws.
Indian legislation acquired an obligatory validity once it was announcedó
without the need for the publication of Arabic or Turkish translation.
The British showed particular care in maintaining the tribal system,
which had to become a force capable to preserve order as well as maintain
British interests. Agreements were formulated with tribal leaders, who
became directly responsible to British authorities for members of their
respective tribes. Their privilegesóparticularly of those who were submissive to the Britishówere enhanced and consolidated; e.g. they were
exempted from taxes, permitted to freely utilize large areas of state lands
undertaken from the Ottoman state, or received arms and money. One of the
most important measures of British tribal policy was the formation of special judicial courtsóindirectly subjected to öayÆsófor members of particular tribes. In this way, judicial dualism was legalized until 1958.
From the early times of the occupation, the British endeavored to introduce an administrative system in which basic powers rested in the hands of
civil commissioners and their deputiesóall British. Less important posts
were assigned to Iraqis. As a justification for such conduct served the
alleged lack of qualified persons among Iraqis to occupy higher posts. That
policy was sharpened after the departure of the first British General Civil
Commissioner of Iraq Percy Cox to Persia, where he stayed in the capacity of British ambassador from spring 1918 until autumn 1920. His place
became occupied at that time by a person characterized in the general opinion of authors with disregard to the will of Iraqis, namelyó34-year old
Arnold Wilson. The number of high-ranking state officials amounted then
to 534, of whom 507 were British, 7 Hindu, and only 20 Iraqis14.
14

Z. ŒayrÜ, TaqrÜr ëan masÇíil fÜ al-i^lÇ… al-zirÇëÜ, Baghdad 1960, p. 5.
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The deepening of the political crisis and rise of patriotic sentiments
were caused by a number of internal and external factors. The substitution
of Turkish occupation by the British generated protest on the part of independence forces. The rise in tension was also the result of non-fulfillment
of the obligations covered by in the declarations of the British
Expeditionary Force.
One week after the conquest of Baghdad, on the 19th of March 1917,
the commander of the British Expeditionary force gen. Maude declared to
the inhabitants of Iraqi lands that his forces did not come to the country as
occupants or enemies, but as liberators15. In turn, the Anglo-French declaration of November 7, 1918 (called also the Allies Declaration) intended to
dismiss the doubts of Arab and Iraqi allies. Thereby, it had a more friendly
and promising tone, by stating that the ìthe objective to which Great Britain
and France strive in the war waged in the East [...] is the total emancipation
of nations from Turkish yoke as well as the formation of national governments and administrations, deriving their power from the free will and
choice of the population. In order to accomplish these plans, France and
Great Britain have agreed upon the necessity of showing support and assistance to Syria and Iraq in the direction of establishing national governments
and administrationsî16.
In fact, the mentioned declarations likewise many others were merely
a verbal acknowledgement of rising national aspirationsódirected in
essence to obtain military and other material support of conquered lands
against Turkish forces, and also towards the neutralization of the consequences of Bolshevik disclosure of British, French and Russian Tsarist
plans on the partition of the Ottoman Empire (especially, in our case, the
Sykes-Picot agreement of May 1916)17.
Hence, real British plans were directed towards the conquest of Iraqi
vilayas and the direct exploitation of their resources18. A proof of such an
assertion could be the speeches delivered to Basra population by each of
gen. Marshall, the British commander after gen. Maude, in November 1918
and the British Commissioner Arnold Wilson in January 1919. Both of
15
16

A.R. al-∞asanÜ, op. cit., p. 17.
F. al-Muzhir, Al-∞aqÇíiq..., op. cit., vol. I, pp. 66-67; A.R. al-HasanÜ, op.
cit., pp. 21, 27.
17 ìIzviestiaî, 1917, no. 221, [in:] L. Gelberg, Prawo miÍdzynarodowe i historia dyplomacji. WybÛr dokumentÛw (International Law and Diplomatic History.
Selected Documents), Introduced and edited by..., vol. II, pp. 5-6.
18 P.W. Ireland, Iraq. A Study in Political Development, London 1937, p.
34.
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them spoke no more about ìliberation from Turkish yokeî, but merely
about insignificant concessions with regard to the population such as the
return of war prisoners home and the lifting of some earlier restrictions
imposed upon internal and external trade19.
Against the background of complicated circumstances prevailing in the
Middle East after World War I, an increasing rift emerges in Iraq between
the local population and British occupantsóparticularly in central parts and
the capital of the country, Baghdadóto the extent that in a letter written on
the 10th of April 1920 the political advisor to British authorities in Iraq
Miss Gertrude Bell expressed the opinion of the country being on the verge
of an immense national Arab demonstration20.
The declaration on May 3, 1920, of the Britainís mandate upon Iraq
was an ascertainment that the British did not intend to accomplish their earlier promises. On the basis of the British-French agreement arranged in San
Remo (April 25, 1920) and the formal decision of the Supreme Allied
Council, the mandatory territories were divided. In addition to Iraq (including the wilaya of Mosul, granted earlier in compliance with the secret
Sykes-Picot agreement to France) Great Britain received Palestine, while
France was granted Syria and Lebanon21.
That act was tantamount to the assignment of mandates, having as its
basis article 22 of the League of Nations Covenant, which regarded the
areas separated from the Ottoman Empire as independent, on condition of
their temporary acceptance of the assistance of a great power, until the time
they are capable to exist as an independent state22. The mentioned article
pointed out thatóin the process of deciding the mandatory poweróthe
desire of the population of those countries will be taken into consideration.
The British mandate in Iraq was met with widespread condemnation
and became the direct cause of the national uprising. Percy Cox held the
opinion that the words ìmandateî and ìmandatoryî power were hated by
Iraqis, because of the mistaken translation of the words into Arabic language23. However, the undisguised enmity of the Iraqi society towards the
mandatory system is clearly reflected by Gertrude Bellís letters24.
19
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F. al-Muzhir, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 62-65; A.R. al-∞asanÜ, op. cit., pp. 22-25.
Lady Bell, The Letters of Gertrude Bell, London 1922, vol. II, p. 486. In
this letter she expresses an extreme pessimism about the future of British plans in
Iraq.
21 F. ∞usayn, Muökilat al-Maw^il, Baghdad 1955, p. 9.
22 A.R. al-∞asanÜ, op. cit., p. 245.
23 Lady Bell, op. cit., t. II, pp. 535-536.
24 Ibidem, pp. 535, 593.
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In the perception of the Iraqis, ìmandateî meant subordination to a foreign power and the loss of national independence. The attempt to justify the
mandate as an obligation forced upon Great Britain by the League of
Nations was unsuccessful. The nationalists did not acknowledge the right
of the League to grant mandates, nor the undertaking by the British government of responsibility for the Iraqís destiny in the name of subordination to the decision of an international organization. In some sense, they
were in agreement with Lord Curzon in his statement to the House of Lords
on the 25th of June 1920, when he said that it is a mistake to think of the
League of Nations as an institution assigned with the right to grant mandates. That right only rests with the great powers, which conquered these
territories and had later them partitioned. Under such conditions, the British
received and accepted the mandates over Palestine and Mesopotamia25.
The decisions of the San Remo conference (division of mandates and
French resignation from the Mosul wilaya in exchange for 25% of shares in
Mesopotamian oil) were made public in Iraq as late as the 3rd of May,
because the deputy British High Civil Commissioner Arnold Wilson deliberately delayed the publication. Earlier, he did not permit the publication in
Iraq of US President W. Wilsonís declaration, in which support was rendered to the unconditional and unhampered possibility of the autonomous
development of the non-Turkish nations of the Ottoman Empire26. Since
then tension rises and the country steadily approaches to the critical point
of insurgence.
In the situation emerging after World War I, it became increasingly difficult to justify the right of West European powers to rule other nations. The
American president W. Wilson declared on the 8th of January 1918, his 14
points, in which heóamong other issuesópostulated the right of nations to
self-determination. The XII point, dealing with Arab countries, stated that
non-Turkish nations of the Ottoman Empire, being at the time under
Turkish rule, should be secured unhampered possibility of autonomous
development.
In Iraq, where Islam had at the time a dominating position, the political movementóin order to become nation-wideóhad to gain the support
of the religious hierarchy. In the absence of a crystallized stratum of the
intelligentia, this role was partially performed by Shiëi ëÇlims. After the
25
26

P.W. Ireland, op. cit., p. 263.
Ludwik Gelberg, op. cit., vol. II, Warsaw 1958, p. 12; cf. E. Main, Iraq
from Mandate to Independence, London 1935, p. 59.
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war, the positions of Shiëi and Sunni clerics became increasingly close. So,
in spite of the differences, cooperation between the two sides was initiated
in the summer of 1919 in connection with ceremonies accompanying the
death of the head of the Shiëi community, the muÑtahid Mu…ammad KÇ≤im
al-YazdÜ. That cooperation developed favorably mainly due to the efforts of
such Shiëi nationalists as Mu…ammad a^-~adr and AbË Timman. Hence, the
movement received a new impetus; since some form of an alliance
appeared, merging Shiëi tribes together with wide sections of the inhabitants of towns and villages.
The political leadership of the movement laid alternatively in the hands
of nationalist leaders of Baghdad, Mosul and Syriaóon the one handóand
the clergy of Shiëi towns of An-NaÑaf, KarbalÇí and Al-KÇ≤imiyyaóon the
other hand. At the time of preparations for the insurrection and the antioccupation agitation, the influence of nationalist leaders dominated, while
at the time of the insurrection itself the leadership was dominated by the
muÑtahids and those tribal öayÆs, who were dissatisfied with the agrarian
and taxation policy of the British.
A quite powerful instrument in the hands of the national movement
leadership were the tribes. The tribes north of An-NaÑaf as well as of
Jazira (on Upper Euphrates) were under the influence of Damascus and
Aleppo leaders, including the agitation of Fay^al administration in Syria.
In turn, the nationalists of sacred towns and Baghdad had a fertile ground
among the Shiëi tribes of central and lower Euphrates, although tribes of
BanË TamÜm and others between Baghdad and BaëqËba were also
responsive to their agitation. Agitation among tribes concentrated upon
matters close to their members. Nationalists utilized the sharp antagonisms in rural areas caused by the taxation and land policies of the
British administration, as well as by the support rendered to a small stratum of rich pro-British öayÆs. ìGovernmentî öayÆs, having unlimited
powers in the provinces and using that power to further their personal
interestsóincluding the seizure of lands, were in this manner aggravating rural antagonisms, to the extent that some dissatisfied provincials
leaders and inhabitants shifted to the national camp. In 1919 the outbreak
of dissatisfaction among Al-∞illa, Ad-DÜwÇniyya and Muntafiq tribes
was a common feature.
Gradually, the national movement acquires shape and direction. In
1919 two parties were established: the moderate Al-ëAhd and left-wing
∞aras al-IstiqlÇl. These parties, having a loose organizational structuresó
often, local organizations operated on their own, in the absence of a wider
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membership base and consolidated membership principlesómainly
derived their position from the authority of leaders27.
The major impetus for the movement in late 1919 and early 1920 were
the events taking place on upper Euphrates including Mosul. On March 8,
1920 Iraqi Al-ëAhd members present in Damascus declared ëAbd AllÇh,
Fay^alís brother, as the king of Iraqóa measure which went against British
will and interests. That took place after the installment of Fay^al as the king
of Syria by the so-called Arab Congress. It was planned to carry out a military action on Mosul under the command of μamÜl al-MidfÇëÜ, who in
March 1919 established an Al-ëAhd party branch in Mosul. On the 4th of
April 1920 Arab tribes and army together entered the town of Talafar,
which was transformed into an incursion base on the railway line Mosuläirqat as well asóinto an agitation centre among neighboring tribes. The
trans-Euphrates agitation ended however together with the downfall of
Damascus and the occupation of Syria by France in July 1920. The banner
of struggle for the independence of Iraq continued to be held by Baghdad.
As an occasion to semi-legal demonstrations served ìmawlËdsî
(Arabic plural: mawÇlÜd), i.e. religious celebrations organized mutually by
Sunnis and Shiëis for the commemoration of Prophet Mu…ammadís birthday. MawÇlÜd started on the 9th of May 1920. They were organized alternatively in Shiëi and Sunni mosques, with the participation of prominent
representatives of both sects. After religious ceremonies, patriotic speeches
were delivered in the circumstances of mass attendance on the part of the
population. There were also clashes with the police, while the arrest of one
of the speakers (May 24) caused a wave of protest meetings. The turmoil
covered Baghdad entirely. Attacks on British officers became an increasingly observed phenomenon.
The first victim fell during a protest gathering in the Baghdad mosque
of ∞aydar ŒÇna; a meeting, where a 15-member delegation was chosen
mainly from among members of ∞aras al-IstiqlÇl, with the intention of carrying out talks with the Deputy Civil Commissioner, Arnold Wilson. On
June 2, a meeting of the mentioned delegation took place at the headquarters of administrative authorities with Wilson. The delegation demanded
the convening of the National Assembly. News came from various parts of
the country about demonstrations organized by nationalists for the support
of those demands. Delegates again demanded the calling of the National
27
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Assembly, which was expected to declare the immediate and total independence of the country.
The provincial areas of the country were also in turmoil. Shiëi preachers carried out vivid political activities in sacred Shiëi cities. Leaflets, open
letters and documents ópublished in religious centers pressówere distributed. They called for the defense of Islam, legalized the use of force for
the cause of attaining independence, and advocated the sending of delegates
for the purpose of the formation of a national Islamic government. A charter was signed with the solemn obligation of tribes to a common armed
action. Numerous öayÆs signed this charter28.
Increasing anxiety overwhelmed both tribes and townsí inhabitants. In
the vicinity of Baghdad and Al-∞illa, at the beginning of June, trains were
derailed. Arabs, working in government service, resigned from work in
steadily increasing numbers. The collection of taxes from farm products
became almost impossible. The arrest and deportation of the son of major
Shiëi muÑtahid and 9 other activists from KarbalÇí (22nd June) aggravated
the situation on middle Euphrates29. Demands for the formation of a national government were met on the part of the British administration by intensified repressions. This led to armed clashes on the 30th of June in Rumay@a.
The picture of events would remain incomplete without the presentation of the Kurdish question and Kurdsí participation in general Iraqi independence efforts. The Kurdish wilaya of Mosul was finally incorporated
into the Iraqi state in 1924. However, after the truce signed in Mudros (30th
October 1918) and the withdrawal of Turks from the remaining parts of the
Mosul vilaya at the beginning of November, the entire area came under
British control. That control was only formal, since only the districts of
Kifri and Kirkuk were under British occupation30. For this reason, the
British applied an elastic policy towards occupied lands, sharing power
with local tribal leaders and extending there British administration gradually. In SulaymÇniyya, in November 1918 the British nominated öayÆ
Ma…mËd al-∞Çfid, head of the BarzinÑÜ tribe, as the governor of the districtóin the hope that they would be able to count on his cooperation.
However, Al-∞Çfid carried out a semi-independent policy, focusing for
himself the support of other Kurdish areas31.
28 P.W. Ireland, op. cit., p 264.
29 Ibid., pp. 264-265.
30 S.H. Longrigg, Iraq 1900-1950, London-New York-Toronto 1956, p. 96.
31 C.J. Edmonds, Kurds, Turks and Arabs, London-New York-Toronto 1957,

p. 29.
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Meanwhile, the Kurdish population resisted the occupation administration, being introduced through the authority of British officers, called advisors. These in turn established their own administration andólikewise in
other regions of Iraqó were mainly involved in the collection of excessive
taxes. Popular resistance took the shape of armed attacks against British
military columns. So, with the exception of certain towns, power slipped
away from British hands.
In these circumstances on the 23rd of May 1919 Ma…mËd al-∞Çfid
organized a coup díetat in SulaymÇniyya, expelled the British ìadvisorsî
and took over control of the town. In place of the British flag Al-∞Çfid
raised his own: a red crescent within a green background. Simultaneously
he declared the sovereignty of Kurdistan32. However, within few months in
an unequal battle the British suppressed the Kurdish uprising, whichó
already at that timeóspread over further areas. Until early 1920, the
Kurdish districts of Amadiyya, BarzÇn and RÇwandËz remained outside
British control33.
The mentioned British-French Sykes-Picot agreement granted
Franceóamong othersóKurdish lands of the Mosul wilÇya, i.e. southwestern Kurdistan. The abrogated Treaty of Sèvres with Turkey signed in
August 1920 envisaged in articles 62, 63 and 64 the foundation of a
Kurdish state from territories of Turkey and Iraq with a Kurdish majority34.
The treaty was rejected by Turkish nationalists headed by Mustafa Kemal,
because it included clauses that reduced Turkey to the status of a colony of
European powers35. The Turkish war of independence started. Its result
ruled out the Treaty of Sèvres, together with plans for the establishment of
the Kurdish state. The later peace treaty with nationalists Turkey headed by
M. Kemal, signed in Lausanne in July 1923 did not mention anything about
the formation of the Kurdish state.
As to a brief presentation of the uprising, that broke out on June 30
(1920), already on the 4th of July the 500-strong British garrison of
Rumay@a, a small town situated 26 km north of As-SamÇwa, was encircled
by insurgent forces. The latter started to build up fortifications north-west
of the town in a manner, which suggested to gen. Haldane the existence of
Turkish officers among the tribes36. However the tribes were long time ago
32
33
34
35
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accustomed with Turkish fighting methods; they often had to fight the
Turks. An attempt to free themselves from the encirclement and simultaneously pacify the neighbouring village of AbË ∞asan south of Rumay@a
showed the British, that the entire province is in a state of turmoil. They had
therefore to withdraw back, losing 20 killed and injured37. Moreover,
Rumay@a tribes took control of police posts between Rumay@a and AsSamÇwa, disarming and arresting the policemen.
The national uprising, known in Iraqi historiography as ¡awrat alëIörÜn (Revolution on 1920) broke out on the 30th of June, lasted for seven
months and was brutally suppressed by the British. Many of its famous
leaders were executed, properties confiscated, revolting villages were
erased to the ground, finally huge contributions were imposed upon the
inhabitants of insurgent areas. There is no place here to trace the events of
the insurrection.
In London, it was realized that there was no possibility to exercise
direct control over Iraq. The insurrection, which did not cover the entire
country, had to be suppressed by means of a large army, at the cost of 20
mln pounds38.
Hence, the outbreak of the uprising induced Great Britain to replace
Arnold Wilson by general Sir Percy Cox as a Deputy High Commissioner.
The latter was assigned with the task of the introduction of necessary
changes to British policy towards Iraq: the establishment of an interim government, the nomination of an Arab king, carrying out of elections, introduction of a constitution and the formation of organs of national central and
local administration.
On the day of Coxís arrival to Baghdad (11th October 1920) the insurrection was still continuing. The towns of central Euphrates were either
controlled or encircled by insurgency forces. The main task of Cox was the
easing of tension by means of the formation of a provisional government
from among pro-British elements. At a meeting of the Consultative
Committee he explained to British officialsómembers of the Committee,
that Great Britain has only two options: the establishment of an Arab government or the total withdrawal from the country. He further stated, tható
in order to preserve British interests in Iraqóit becomes vital to secure the
cooperation of pro-British Iraqis by means of the formation of a national
government working under his own personal supervision and with the assis37
38
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tance of British advisors39. This government had to become a specific
bridge between the British and the population40; it was assigned with the
task of leading to stability without jeopardizing the basic foundations of
British policy. Cox mentioned also the fact the nomination of ëAbd arRa…mÇn al-GaylÇnÜ, one of the greatest landlords, to the post of prime minister41. The High Commissioner preserved for himself veto right and capacity to introduce amendments to particular decisions of the future government42. Besides, the council of ministers had to resign from control over
foreign affairs and issues of military nature43.
The High Commissioner cherished the hope that the government called
by himself would be capable to end the uprising and bring about stability
to the country. However, the provisional government appeared to be a feeble bridge between the insurgents and the British authorities, whoóunable
to attain the support of the society for their plansówere compelled to resort
to additional military forces with the aim of suppressing the uprising. It is
worthwhile to mention in this place the opinion of a British official, that
Mesopotamian Arabs were not so naive to believe that they were granted a
really national government44. An interesting consideration was, that peopleówho wanted to finalize their administrative affairs positivelyóusually referred directly to British officials; they were quite aware of the highly
limited competences of the Iraqi nominal heads of particular offices45. In
addition to that, the ëÇlims of Al-KÇ≤imiyya did not acknowledge the interim government, becauseóas they statedóit was not formed through direct
general elections46. However, this weak entity remained in nominal power
until the coronation of Fay^al as the Iraqi king on the 23rd of August 1921.
Since mid-1920 Lord Curzon, the British minister of foreign affairs
and simultaneously chairman of the Special Committee of Eastern Affairs
supervising policies towards Iraq, was engaged in conceptualizing and
accomplishing the formation of a united Iraqi state with an Arab ruler,
expressing in this way an apparent realization of promises given to the
Arabsóincluding Fay^alís father and Hijazi ruler ∞usaynópromises from
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the times of World War II. It was a matter of course for Curzon that such a
state would remain for along time under British rule.
These concepts and plans were not introduced until Winston Churchill
was assigned with the Colonial Office (14th February 1921). His main task
with respect to Iraq was to find bring about the election of a king.
Moreover, in connection with the rising criticism in the House of Commons
during 1920-1921 about the rise in military expenditures (especially after
the Iraqi uprising, which cost tens of millions of pounds), Churchill had to
reduce British military expenditures in the East.
These two matters were closely related to each other; meaning the less
costly protection of British interests. A formally free Iraq was for Great
Britain the cheapest way of securing imperial interests, which meant that
independence came earlier than planned, while Iraqi nationalism grew more
quickly than anybody could expect47.
In order to discuss the mentioned imperial problems, Churchill called
to Cairo in March 1921 a conference of British military and political representatives in the Middle East. Iraq was represented by the High
Commissioner Sir Percy Cox, Gertrude Bellósecretary of the High
Commissioner, the minister of defense in the provisional government
μaëfar al-ëAskarÜ, minister of finance of that government Ezekiel Sassoon,
the general commander of British forces in Iraq gen. Aylmer Haldane and
others. Fay^al himself, being present in Cairo, followed up the conference
from outside.
The most important conference decisions included: the nomination of
Fay^al to the Iraqi crown and the declaration of general amnesty for the
insurgence participants with the exception of a long list of people accused
of co-responsibility for the murder of some British officers48. An accurate
timetable was worked out for the enthronement of Fay^al in a way showing
that the Iraqi population was making the choice of their king. In the meantime, the decisions were kept secret.
After the World War Fay^al was elected the king of Syria, but the
French removed him from the throne by force. Afterwards, British politicians carried out talks with him and proposed to him the Iraqi crown in
exchange for cooperation. In Cairo he was made aware that his candidacy
for the Iraqi crown was conditional on his agreement to support British policy49. The British desired to utilize for their own ends the religious position
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of Fay^al as the son of Mekkaís sharif, as well as the fact that his father
headed the anti-Turkish Arab insurrection. They were interested too in his
personal acquaintance with prominent participants of the anti-Turkish
uprising and Arab government in Syria. It was remembered also, that some
Iraqi insurgents postulated the candidacy of ìone of the sonsî of the Hijazi
monarch, ∞usayn, to the Iraqi throne. On the surface, it had to look as a
concession towards the insurgents and independence forces. Furthermore,
the British envisaged thatóafter losing the Syrian crown, Fay^al will be
more submissive to them50.
In accordance with the plan worked out in Cairo, the British authorities
and the provisional government carried out a wide rang of propaganda
activities, preparing the background for the enthronement of Fay^al. On the
29th of April 1021, Fay^al arrived at Baghdad. On June 14th Churchill
declared at the House of Commons support for his candidacy, and on the
5th of July the High Commissioner issued a communiquÈ, which included
the words: ìHis Majestyís Government regards Fay^al as the proper, even
the most proper candidate, and cherish the hope that he will gain the support of the majority of the Iraqi nationî51. Next, the communiquÈ stated that
Iraq is not prepared for the republican type of government, which requires
a high level of development52.
On the basis of the decisions of the Cairo conference, the Iraqi Council
of Ministers introduced the candidacy of Fay^al to the throne on condition,
that his reign will be constitutional and democratic. The High
Commissioner Percy Cox declared further, thatóbefore rendering support
to the candidature of the future monarchóit would become necessary to
become acknowledged with the opinion of the society. It was therefore
decided to carry out a referendum. The ministry of internal affairs of the
provisional government mobilized its central and local apparatus in favor of
the mentioned candidature53.
In spite of these efforts, the voting of Kirkuk district rejected the candidature, while the districts of Irbil and Mosul made their acceptance of
Fay^al conditional on securing respect for minority rights. Moreover,
many Iraqis expressed anxiety about the real outcome of Fay^alís London
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talks with British politicians. Thus, they were ready to grant the crown to
his brother ëAbd AllÇh, in compliance with the resolutions of the Arab
Congress of March 8, 1920, when a group of Iraqi patriots being present
then in Syria declared him the king of Iraqóin the aftermath of declaring
Fay^al the king of Syria54.
However, the officially declared results gave Fay^al 96% of the votes.
No information was given about the way elections were conducted, nor the
number of voters. Fay^al was officially enthroned on the 23rd of August,
1921, and thereby inaugurated the Iraqi branch of the Hashimite dynasty
ruling until July 14, 1958. It is worthwhile to mention in this place that at
the coronation ceremonyódue to the lack of the Iraqi national anthemóthe
British hymn God Save The King was played55.
The installment of Fay^al on the Iraqi throne did not mean the end of
Iraqi national strive for the liquidation of the mandatory system and granting the country independence. In fact, the time from the insurrection of
1920 up to the summer of 1924 the internal situation in the country was featured by struggle against the mandate and the British-Iraqi treaty proposed
by Great Britain.
Although until 1932 the League of Nations continued to acknowledge
the validity of the British mandatory powers in Iraq, it became clear since
early 1920ís that , unlike Syria and Palestine, Iraq cannot be administered
according with the basic clauses of the mandate56. Instead of that, a number of agreements were worked out between Great Britain and Iraq, which
in essence were forced upon the latter, but in form had the shape of bilateral inter-state treaties. In this way, Iraq became the first mandatory territory having its own parliament, constitution, king and government.
The proposal of negotiating a treaty covering the formulations of the
mandate came on the part of Lord Montaguóminister for Indian affairsó
in May 1920. However Lord Curzonóthe then foreign ministerówas not
inclined to listen to such an advise57. When Churchill undertook his post as
minister for colonial affairs in February 1921 he returned to that proposal.
He held the opinion that the choice of an Arab king would facilitate the conclusion of the treaty and secure British interests more effectively than by
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means of direct control. Already during the Cairo conference agreement
was reached with Fay^al that the mandate should be replaced by a BritishIraqi treaty.
After the enthronement of Fay^al, in connection of the steadily growing anti-mandate movement, the British government worked out a draft
treaty, which by the end of June 1922 was introduced to the Iraqi council
of ministers for confirmation. The draft included 18 articles58. The proposed treaty was intended to create a peculiar British protectorate upon
Iraq. Although article 1 formally endorsed the sovereignty of Iraq, article 2
obligated the Iraqi monarch at the time of the duration of the treaty not to
nominate any officials of foreign origin without the consent of the British
monarch. The Iraqi king had also to introduce a constitution enacted by the
Legislative Assemblyóon condition that it would not collide with the
clauses of the treaty (art. 3). The Iraqi monarch had to consult with the representative of the British monarch, the High Commissioner, ìin all matters
dealing with British interests in Iraqîóstated another article. Actually, foreign affairs and control over the army were to come under the jurisdiction
of Great Britain (articles 6 and 7).
The national movement was however equally determined in its opposition to the treaty as to the mandate; the national press was carrying out an
active campaign, mass meetings of the population were being called with
the participation of insurrection leaders, who made use of the amnesty
declared after Fay^alís coronation. The rise of political activities led to the
emergence of two anti-British political parties: ∞izb an-Nah¬a (Revival
Party) and Al-∞izb al-WaÔanÜ (National Party). They called in their programmes against the conclusion of the treaty, resembling in their vision a
copy of the mandate. In the press and during public meetings organized by
the parties, both the treaty and the national government were condemned.
The situation became deteriorated on the 23rd of August 1922, when
on the occasion of the first anniversary of Fay^alís coronation both parties
organized a great demonstration, which proceeded through the streets of
Baghdad to the Royal Palace. Speakers in their speeches attacked the treaty,
condemned occupation authorities controlling state affairs, and demanded
the formation of a national government, independent of mandatory authorities. The High Commissioner, who at that time entered the palace in order
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to congratulate the king, hearing the demand: ìDown with the mandateî,
treated this as a personal affront59.
Making use of the kingís illness, Cox disbanded the activity of both
parties, confiscated their newspapers, ordered the arrest of their editors and
banished seven leaders of the movement from the country60. Other Shiëi
leaders were advised to leave Iraq. Royal Air Force planes were directed to
terrify insurgent tribes of central Euphrates.
Meanwhile, in the circumstances of the rising opposition and grave
internal situation, the council of ministers could not decide upon signing the
treaty. The matter was not much improved by the declaration by British
ministry for colonial affairs of a memorandum about the interim character
of the treaty and its termination on Iraqi access to the League of Nations.
Finally, on the 10th of October 1922, the council of ministers signed the
text of the treaty, making the ratification conditional on the will of the
National Assembly61.
Elections to the National Assembly, decided for August 1923, became
the next moment of contest for the internal situation in Iraq. Patriotic elements were against elections carried out by a subordinate to the British government. The ulemas of holly cities of KarbalÇí and Al-KÇ≤imiyya, thinking about the sense of participation in such elections, issued on the 8th of
November a religious verdict fatwÇ to the effect of calling for the boycott
of elections. The northern Kurdish districts also joined the boycott of the
campaign, while the very city of Sulaymaniyya became out of control of
central authorities at the turn of 1923/192462. The arrest and banish of
ŒÇli^Ü, one of Al-KÇ≤imiyya ëÇlims, and his two sons caused wide protests
among Shiëi centers; as a sign of protest the ëÇlims left the country.
As one of the steps intended at the easing of the situation was the signing on the 13th of April 1932 of a protocol which shortened the validity of
the initially agreed treaty from 20 to 4 years, starting from the moment of
the eventual ratification of the peace treaty with Turkey. Nonetheless, under
the pressure of public opinion, the already third Al-GaylÇnÜ government
was forced to resign63. The new government was formed by the former
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minister for internal affairs SaëdËn, who was assigned with the task of suppressing the wide national movement for the boycott of elections and rejection of the treaty. However, also this government was forced to resignó
even before the convening of the Legislative Assembly in the spring of
192464.
On the 25th of March 1924 both sides signed four additional agreements to the British-Iraqi treaty. These were military, judicial, financial
agreements and another dealing with British officials. Particularly unpopular were the financial agreements, which put upon Iraq the cost burdens of
British installations, constructed during the World War by occupation
forces for their own requirements.
The Legislative Assembly was called for the 27th of March 1924. The
deliberations were inspired by a group of patriotic members-lawyers. Not
limiting itself to parliamentary action, the group carried out a campaign for
the rejection of the treaty as well as the attached agreements. The entire
anti-mandate opposition was again mobilized65.
In the Assembly, the agenda imposed by the High Commissioner was
imposed as follows: 1) ratification of the treaty; 2) enactment of the constitution; 3) the endorsement of election law. The Assembly had to accept that
pre-arranged agenda. However in the assessment of its activity we should
remember thatóparticularly after the ratification of the treatyóevents took
place under an enormous impact of the public as well as patriotic agitation.
Discussion concentrated upon the most significant questions, such as: limitations imposed upon the countryís sovereignty and the severe clauses of
the financial agreement. In order to block a parliamentary resolution on the
matter, sessions were prolonged and obstruction methods were used66.
Assessing the political atmosphere dominating among the Iraqi population and the Assembly, the ìTimesî correspondent wrote on the 27th of
April 1924, that he does not foresee the ratification of the treaty67. It was
widely acknowledged that the price for ratification would be the introduction of essential changes in the text of the treaty. The dominating opinion
expressed during British parliamentary deliberations was, thatóif it is left
free to decideóthe Iraqi National Assembly would surely reject the
treaty68.
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In this situation the British High Commissioner submitted a warning to
Iraqi authorities, thatóif the treaty was not ratified in its initial form until
the 10th of June 1924óhe will treat that as tantamount to its rejection, and
the consequences could be far-reaching. Another form of pressure was
British governmentís request from the League of Nations to undertake discussions about the Leagueís future policy towards Iraq. Threats were even
forwarded to the effect of the renewed introduction of the mandatory system together with the direct control of state administration69. In spite of
threats, the Assembly did not undertake any resolution on the pre-determined date (10th of June 1924), adjourning the debate until next day.
However, before midnight the Iraqi governmentóacting under pressureó
managed to gather 68 members of parliament out the total number of 100,
bringing them to the session by means of military vehicles. Parliament
building and the surrounding streets were encircled by military forces, parliamentarians were threatened with repressions in case of rejecting the
treaty and attached agreements. In such conditions the treaty was ìacceptedî by merely 37 votes, as against 24 votes, while 8 abstained. It is clear
that not many more than half the number of MPís present at the session
voted for the treaty; and if we take into consideration the 32 absent MPís
we can easily conclude thatóin site of repressions and threatsóthe treaty
was ratified by a minority of the Assembly70.
The ratification of the British-Iraqi treaty closes the process of the formation of the Iraqi system of government, which had to perform the task of
protecting British interests in the country. A new chapter is opened in the
history of Iraq, and the chapter closely related to national aspirations and
endeavors for complete independence will find their finale at a later time.
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